
How to 
put on 

a 
condom	  

Things look like 
they’re getting pretty 

steamy! 	  
Go ahead! Ask 

for consent!	  
	  	  

Respect their decision and stop 
what you’re doing. You’ll be 

happy you waited until you’re 
both ready.	  

	  	  

They say 
NO!	  

Condom?	  

They start 
singing, “Lets get 

it on!”	  

Rethink your 
decision.  Your risk 
of contracting STI/

STD’s and 
becoming 

pregnant have sky 
rocketed.	  

	  	  

You’re a smart and responsible 
partner. Now lets get to putting 

that thing on!	  
	  	  

1 Visual 
inspection	  

Stop and find 
a new one! 

This condom 
could be 
defective.	  

2 Check 
expiration 

Date	  

Why do you still 
have this? The 

rubber has 
become brittle 

and unusable. Go 
grab a new one 
from your hall 
front desk and 

start at 1.	  

3 
Carefully 
open the 
condom 
package	  

I said carefully! You 
could damage it by 
doing this! The only 

way to open a condom 
is with your fingertips. 	  Roll the condom all 

the way down to the 
base of the penis 

while squeezing the 
tip of the condom. 

This keeps air 
bubbles out of the 

condom.	  
 	  

4 Application 
Place the condom 
on erect penis. This 
is also a good time 
to place a couple 

drops of lubricant 
in the tip.	  

 	  

5 Removal 
While penis is 

still erect, 
carefully 

remove condom 
without spilling 

any of the 
contents.	  

 	  

6 Disposal 
 Tie the condom 

and properly 
dispose of it in a 

garbage can.	  
Congratulations! You did 

it!	  

Looks kind 
of worn. I 
think that’s 
a hole or 

tear?	  

No, I hate those 
things!	  

Yes!	  

It’s in prefect condition! 
I actually just grabbed 
it from the hall front 

desk.	  

08-02-2010	  
Not 

expired!	  

Did you just use 
scissors? A knife?! 
Those sexy teeth 

of yours?	  

Ok, I was 
careful and 

gentle. I didn’t 
damage the 

condom. 	  	  

Everything go 
well? Awesome. 
Now you have 

to take that 
condom off.	  
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